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June 17, 2013 
 
Roy Hale, Mayor Candice Quinn Kelly, President Richard Hall, Secretary 
La Plata Town Hall Charles County Commissioners Maryland Department of Planning 
305 Queen Anne Street 200 Baltimore Street 301 West Preston St, Suite 1101 
La Plata, MD 20646 La Plata, MD 20646 Baltimore, MD  21201 
 
Re: my Smart Growth lecture at CSM:  Making La Plata's Vision Plan Come Alive 
 
Dear Mayor Hale, President Kelly, and Secretary Hall: 
 
I was very pleased that all three of you attended my lecture May 30, 2013 at the College of Southern 
Maryland, which is very close to, but not part of (in a pedestrian and bike-friendly way) the Town of La 
Plata. I am writing this letter at the suggestion of Dr. Jay Hellman, a long time ULI member, who was 
kind enough to brief me on the outstanding Vision Planning work done, beginning in 1999, but with 
profoundly significant elements not yet implemented. 
 
I was also impressed to learn that the County had embraced the concept of “Development Districts” in its 
Comp Plan work in the late 1980’s. This predates the term “Smart Growth” ! 
 
My lecture was necessarily high level conceptual. Its intent was to motivate intelligent local actions. My 
slides and prepared remarks could not address local specifics, hence this letter.  
 
The key to Smart Growth is well-designed infill development mixing uses — making walking and biking 
and using a circulator bus attractive and functional — PREFERABLE to using a car. 
Government's job is to create the appropriate public realm context and to write the rules to enable the 
private sector to "do well by doing good." This is a positive, constructive synergy which is key to 
sustainable development. 
 
La Plata’s Vision Plan paints the right picture and tells the right story. To implement this plan, I would 
recommend. 
  
1) Creating a Town Square anchored by a well-designed multi-function Library; 
  
2) Replacing acres of surface parking in the center of town between the Courthouse and the County 
Offices with a multi-story garage, enabling more buildings, with sidewalk retail, to serve more 
pedestrians. 
  
3) Building a "Colonial / GW" Parkway Bypass — a road through the woods — on the east side of town 
and transform Route 301 through the middle of town into an urban boulevard w/ bike lanes / sidewalks / 
landscaping and lighting to be a Main Street not the confusing conflict it is. 
  
4) Undergrounding utilities along La Grange Street transforming it into a Main Street bringing Town 
Hall to the Town Square as its southern anchor. 
 
These ideas would require all of you cooperating. Thanks for considering these recommendations. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Edward McMahon, Charles Fraser Senior Resident Fellow for Sustainable Development 


